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Italian fashion house Salvatore Ferragamo has introduced its newest T ramezza men's shoes collection and
innovated the customer experience with an augmented reality made-to-order service.

T he label has collaborated with Microsoft Azure Cloud and HoloLens 2 to create an immersive and personalized
virtual reality experience and meet the growing demands of the digital customer. T he service allows consumers to
choose and customize the shoe collection, either in-store or online, through a high-resolution platform.
Bringing the store to you
Ferragamo has exhibited a standard for quality and craftsmanship in its shoe collections for generations. Now the
luxury leather goods maker is interweaving its long-established craft with technological innovation.
T hrough Microsoft's cloud computing and mixed reality abilities, Ferragamo will now provide customers the ability
to choose from four T ramezza models Baron, Barclay, Brighton or Ronald and five materials betis, suede, crocodile
leather, lizard or crocodile nubuck. Customers will also be able to choose the buckle as well as their preferred sole
color.
"Craftsmanship and innovation have always distinguished our T ramezza shoe collection and thanks to the
collaboration with Microsoft and Hevolus, we will be able to assist our customers even more effectively, offering
highly immersive and personalized experiences," said Micaela le Divelec Lemmi, CEO of Salvatore Ferragamo, in a
statement.

Crafts mans hip is the foundation of the Ferragamo Tramezza collection. Image credit: Salvatore Ferragamo

T he program will allow customers to visualize the digital replica of the collection and interact with the 3D samples
to accurately customize which materials and colors they favor. In the application, customers can begin shared
interactive sessions where a client advisor may enter customers' virtual rooms to assist in choosing and configuring
the models that best fit their preferences.
T hese advisors are able to visualize selections made by the customer and lead the customer's experience by
remotely assisting in the selection process and order fulfillments, similar to the accommodations provided by an instore associate.
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"Salvatore Ferragamo's experience confirms the increasingly central role of new technologies also in the luxury
market and in particular in the fashion market, a sector that is proud of its tradition and craftsmanship," said Silvia
Candiani, CEO of Microsoft Italy, in a statement.
Embracing digital tech
With an influx in technology and digital innovations becoming necessary elements for the luxury fashion industry,
brands have begun adopting new practices to better accommodate a market saturated by digital consumers.
Italian fashion label Gucci took its augmented reality service to Snapchat allowing customers and prospects to
virtually try on its footwear and buy the merchandise if they so choose, marking Snapchat and Gucci's first
worldwide-sponsored AR reality footwear try-on Lenses on the platform.
T he AR technology allows users to explore how different models of Gucci shoes look on their feet. Consumers can
pick the footwear on screen, point their mobile device's camera at their feet and virtually try on the chosen pair (see
story).
Recently, Italian denim brand Diesel unveiled a digital showroom which presented a hyper-realistic reinterpretation
of the in-store experience, allowing users to zoom in and out and explore different rooms.
T he key to bridging the gap between physical and digital is not about replacing the former it is taking parts of the
physical experience and offering it in a slightly altered way. On a broader, business-to-consumer level, luxury
brands could keep customers engaged while ensuring they remember and miss physical stores (see story).
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